The Internet of Things (IoT) provides a new way to improve the transportation system. The key issue is how to process the numerous events generated by IoT. In this paper, a proactive complex event processing method is proposed for large-scale transportation IoT. Based on a multilayered adaptive dynamic Bayesian model, a Bayesian network structure learning algorithm using search-andscore is proposed to support accurate predictive analytics. A parallel Markov decision processes model is designed to support proactive event processing. State partitioning and mean field based approximation are used to support large-scale application. The experimental evaluations show that this method can support proactive complex event processing well in large-scale transportation Internet of Things.
Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) bridges the gap between the physical world and its representation within the digital world. In recent years, with the rapid development of information and communication technologies, bandwidth and storage are no longer restricted in IoT applications. The key issue is how to process the massive events produced by large-scale IoT applications (an event means an atomic occurrence of interest in time).
In IoT applications, event processing engines need to process events that arrive from various kinds of sources such as sensors, RFID readers, and GPS. The events generated by devices directly are called primitive events. The semantic information inside primitive events is quite limited. In real application, users pay more attention to high level information such as business logic and rules. For example, each reading operation of the RFID reader at a garage generates a primitive event, but complex events like "the car leaves the garage" are the kind of events that users are really concerned with. To get complex events, many primitive events need to be combined based on some rules. In IoT application systems, business logic is converted into complex events and business logic is processed based on complex events detection. Complex event processing (CEP) [1] is used to process massive primitive events and get valuable high level information from them. As an example, in logistics industry, CEP is used to track the goods and trigger some actions when exception is found.
In many real-time IoT applications, events are uncertain due to some factors such as measuring inaccuracy, signal disturbance, or privacy protection. Usually, we use probabilities to process such uncertainty. Therefore, it is necessary to develop probabilistic event processing engine.
The traditional type of the event processing is reactive processing which means that actions are triggered by events or by the system states. A proactive event processing system is able to mitigate or eliminate undesired future events or states or to identify and take advantage of future opportunities, by using prediction and automated decision making methods [2] . For example, in a transportation system, we can predict some possible congestion states and take some actions to mitigate or eliminate the congestion states. The proactive event processing systems use predictive analytics (PA) technology which predicts future events or system states through analysis of historical events. The system also uses iterated decision processes (DP) technology which analyzes system states and selects appropriate actions to achieve expected 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks states. The CEP, PA, and DP technologies have been studied widely, but there are few papers about how to integrate them together to support proactive event-driven system. Proactive event processing in large-scale transportation IoT needs to process massive historical events and analyze complex states iteratively which makes most of the existing algorithms unable to be used directly. Furthermore, proactive event processing systems need high performance since they usually have to take actions in time.
In this paper, we propose a proactive complex event processing (Pro-CEP) method for large-scale transportation Internet of Things. We designed a multilayered adaptive dynamic Bayesian network (mADBN) model for predictive analytics. Based on probabilistic complex event processing, our method uses concurrent actions Markov decision processes (MDP) to integrate CEP and PA.
Related Works

CEP and Probabilistic CEP.
Complex event processing detects complex events based on a set/sequence of occurrences of primitive events by monitoring the event flow continuously. Etzion and Niblett introduced the concept, architecture, and methods of complex event processing in their book [3] . Event processing agent (EPA) is a component that applies some rules to generate complex events as output based on a set of input events. Event processing network (EPN) is a network of a collection of EPAs, event producers, and event consumers linked by channels. The network in EPN is used to describe the event processing flow execution. Luckham first introduced the event processing network in the field of modeling [1] .
Most of the CEP methods in active databases and RFID applications use fixed data structures such as tree, directed graph or Petri-Net. Those methods cannot extend event query language according to the change of requirement or optimize event query language flexibly. SASE [4] is a high performance complex event processing method which uses nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA). Recently, there is some work about improving the SASE method.
Most probabilistic CEP engines are based on sequential variants of probabilistic graphical models, such as hidden Markov models, dynamic Bayesian Networks, and conditional random fields. Recently, some probabilistic CEP methods based on NFA are proposed. In the work of [5] , a data structure called chain instance queues is used to detect complex events with a single scanning of probabilistic event stream. In another paper [6] , an optimized method based on SASE is used to calculate the probability of complex events and to obtain the confidence value of the complex patterns given by user against uncertain raw input event stream. Compared with our work, these CEP methods are not integrated with PA and DP to support proactive application.
Predictive Analytics with Bayesian Networks.
Predictive analytics applies some statistical and data mining techniques such as clustering, classification, and regression. In the case of predictive analytics methods for complex event data, some attributes of the monitored system are predicted based on the previously monitored events.
Recently, Bayesian network (BN) has been used in predictive analytics. Castillo et al. used BN to predict the random character of the total mean flow level and the variability of origin-destination pair flows [7] . In the work of Pascale and Nicoli, an adaptive BN was proposed in which the network topology changes according to the nonstationary features of traffic [8] . Gaussian mixture model (GMM) was used to describe the joint probability distribution between the cause nodes and the effect node in a Bayesian network. In the work of Hofleitner et al., dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) is used in PA and a model based on hydrodynamic traffic theory is also proposed to learn the distribution of vehicles on arterial road segments [9] . Compared with our work, these methods are not designed for large-scale IoT applications and cannot process massive event data in proactive event-based system.
Proactive Event Processing and Markov Decision Processes.
Recently, many proactive applications have been developed, for example, proactive security systems, proactive routing in mobile wireless networks, and proactive service level agreement negotiation in service oriented systems. In the work of Engel et al., a proactive event-driven computing framework based on CEP, PA, and Markov decision processes (MDP) is proposed [2, 10] . In this framework, the event processing model is extended and two more types of agent are included: predictive agents which can predict future uncertain events based on the prediction models and proactive agents which can select the best proactive action that should be taken.
MDP has been studied for many years and some variants emerged recently. In the area of large-scale IoT, the main challenge is the combination explosion problem caused by large state space. Mainly, there are two research directions on this problem. The first one tries to simplify the problem by using the information from the application domain, including state aggregation methods, time aggregation methods, and action elimination methods. These methods are related to specific application domain, and it is not easy to find a common solution. In the second direction, approximate methods are developed, including approximate dynamic programming, dynamic programming based on events, and selective approximation. The key issue in these methods is how to approximate the value function during the optimization process. When applied to large-scale IoT, MDP has larger size and some new properties. The model design and largescale calculation become a new challenge. Compared with our work, current MDP methods are not combined with CEP and cannot process the large state space in large-scale proactive event-based system.
Backgrounds
3.1. System Architecture. The system architecture of our work is shown in Figure 1 . Raw events are generated by devices such as RFID reader, radar, and GPS. We assume the events can be imprecise because of the limitation of measuring accuracy or signal disturbance. The probabilistic raw events are processed by the probabilistic event processing network (PEPN) which is composed of many interconnected probabilistic event processing agents (PEPA). Different PEPAs can be connected since hierarchical complex event is supported. The PA component can predict the system states from the complex events based on the mADBN model. Complex events are saved to event database and the historical data can be used to train the models in PA components. The decision maker selects appropriate actions according to the predicted states and assigns some proactive agents (PRA) to execute the actions.
Event Model and Probabilistic CEP
Definition 1 (primitive event). A primitive event in a stream means an atomic occurrence of interest in time. A probabilistic primitive event is represented by ⟨ , , Pr⟩, where is the set of attributes and is the timestamp that the event occurs. Pr is the concrete probability value used to present the occurrence probability of the event.
The probability value represents the possibility that an event is converted accurately from truthful data of nature to digital data used for computing in electronic devices.
Definition 2 (complex event). A complex event is a combination of primitive events or complex events by some rule. A probabilistic complex event is represented by ⟨ , , Ts, Pr⟩, where is the set of elements that compose the complex event, is the rule of the combination, Ts is the time span of the complex event, and Pr is the probability value.
The main complex event patterns in our work include ALL, ANY, COUNT, and SEQ. In this paper, the COUNT pattern can be used to count the number of vehicles in a specified area during specified time span. The SEQ pattern can be used to represent the moving path of a vehicle. The detailed meaning of the patterns can be found in [3] . Those patterns can be composed to create hierarchical complex patterns.
In a large-scale IoT application, we may need to support distributed event streams processing. In this paper, we assume the primitive events from different event streams are independent. In the same event stream, some primitive events have Markov property which means that the probability of next event is only related to the current event in the sequence but has nothing to do with previous events. Like the work of [6] , we use condition probability table (CPT) to save and sort the condition probability.
We extended the SASE method to support probabilistic CEP by adding probability value for each event in the active instance stacks (AIS). Detailed method and algorithm can be found in another paper of the same author [11] .
Proactive CEP Method
Predictive Analytics
Model. The mADBN model is shown in Figure 2 . In this model, there are a state plane and a set of location planes. Each plane is represented by an adaptive dynamic Bayesian network with two dimensions: time and space. In the state plane, nodes denote the states of the system observed at different time instants and/or spatial locations, edges being their probabilistic relations. In Figure 2 , the directed edges mean that the state of ( , ) depends on a set of other states before time . The term "dynamic" in mADBN means that we are modeling a dynamic system. The term "adaptive" means that the graph structure is created based on machine learning from historical data. Each location plane represents the location change of a vehicle (moving path). The directed edges represent the transaction probability from one location to another and the directed edges with solid line represent the real paths.
The graph structure of the state plane can be learned based on analysis of the vehicle location planes. Given a node set and a constraint set , the Bayesian network structure learning problem is to find an optimized set of edges and an optimized set of distribution parameters. Mainly, there are two types of methods for Bayesian network structure learning: constraint-based method and search-and-score method. Constraint-based method checks the conditional dependence in data systematically and creates the network structure based on the dependence. Search-and-score method creates reasonable network structure based on a score function. Searchand-score method gets better result but the performance is not good for massive data. In this paper, we combine the two methods together. Global CPT can be created using the historical data in object location planes. Candidates are selected based on global CPT using constraint-based method and then a search-and-score algorithm is used to learn the structure of Bayesian network. In our method, local CPT is first created for each object plane and then all local CPTs are summed up and normalized to get the global CPT. The method was implemented with a MapReduce algorithm to support parallel calculation.
The main idea of the structure learning algorithm using search-and-score is to maximize the score function. Like the work of [12] , we use Bayesian information criterion (BIC) score function which is defined as follows:
where is the data set, is the graph structure,Θ is the maximum likelihood distribution parameters for , is the number of edges, and is the sample size per vertex. The algorithm has an expansion stage and a contraction stage. During the expansion stage, edges that can increase the score function are added. During the contraction stage, edges are removed if that does not decrease the score function. The candidate parent vertexes for a specific vertex are selected according to the CPT.
Predictive Analytics Method.
In the mADBN model of Figure 2 , let , represent the flow state of node ( , ) and let pa( , ) represent all the parent nodes of ( , ). is the number of nodes in pa( , ). The set of flow states for pa( , ) is pa( , ) = { , : ( , ) ∈ pa( , )}. The joint distribution of all nodes in the state plane can be expressed as follows:
According to the Bayesian formula, the conditional probability ( , | pa( , ) ) can be calculated by
.
The joint distribution ( , , pa( , ) ) is modeled with GMM as follows:
where is the number of nodes and (⋅ | , ) is the th Gaussian distribution which has a ( + 1) × 1 vector of mean values and a ( + 1) × ( + 1) covariance matrix . Like the work of [13, 14] , we use the EM algorithm to infer the parameters { , , } =1 from the historical data. The conditional distribution ( , | pa( , ) ) can be derived from ( , | pa( , ) ) and the estimatê, can be calculated from pa( , ) using the minimum mean square error (MMSE) method.
Decision Making with MDP.
According to the properties of proactive complex event processing in IoT application, we extend the traditional MDP as follows.
Definition 3 (parallel MDP for proactive complex event processing). A parallel MDP for proactive complex event processing is represented as ⟨ , , → , , , , , ⟩, where denotes the finite set of agents that process actions and denotes the set of states with a special initial state 0 . → = × ∈ denotes the set of actions, where is the action from the th agent.
: × × → [0,1] denotes the set of state transformation functions, where ( , , ) represents the probability that state transforms to with the execution of action . : → Re denotes the set of reward functions (Re means the set of real numbers). Every ( , ) ∈ × satisfies ∑ ∈ ( , , ) = 1. is the set of complex events in IoT which affects the system states. is the context of event and agents act according to different context. : × × → [0, 1] denotes the transforming probability which represents the affection of complex events to the system states.
The proactive event processing system starts from an original state and selects one or more actions executed by agents according to the policy. The execution of actions 
where is the decay factor. In traditional MDP, actions are executed in order. Recently, some work of parallel MDP is proposed in which actions are partitioned into groups and group of actions executed parallel without affecting each other. In this paper, the MDP model executes actions parallel to the same state and all actions work together to transform the state into an expected one. Our MDP method is based on the following assumptions.
Assumption 4. The vehicles in large-scale IoT can be partitioned based on context and each group is related to a substate of the system. We need to consider the substates of the system but not the state of each vehicle.
An event context is a specification of conditions that groups event instances so that these instances can be processed in a related manner. For example, when processing the traffic congestion problem, the traffic flows at roads or junctions are substates and the system global states are composed of all substates.
Assumption 5. In large-scale transportation IoT, the state of a node depends on the states of its neighbors (the neighbors here mean the nodes that are linked with the current node within some distance). Assumption 6. In large-scale transportation IoT, nodes can be partitioned into two classes: important and normal.
The nodes whose states we want to control proactively are important nodes. The network can be partitioned based on important nodes and the state of important nodes can be changed by changing the state of their neighbors as shown in Figure 3 .
According to Assumptions 4, 5, and 6, a new variable = ( , ) which represents the structure of subgraphs is added to the parallel MDP model, where is the set of vertexes and is the set of edges. An edge ( , ) exists which means that the state of node affects the state of node .
Definition 7 (neighbor state nodes). For any state node ∈ , the neighbor state nodes are ( ) = { ∈ | , ≤ }, where , is the distance of nodes and and is a threshold value.
Definition 8 (state transformation decomposition). Assume there are substate nodes and corresponding actions; according to the assumptions, we get
where ( ) = { | ∈ ( )}.
Definition 9 (reward decomposition). Assume there are substate nodes and corresponding actions; the total reward can be written as follows:
A policy can also be decomposed as ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ).
Definition 10 (occupation measure). Let S be the state space and let 0 ∈ S be the original state of MDP. The occupation measure 0 , , : S → [0, 1] is defined as follows:
where ∈ S. With occupation measure, the value function can be rewritten as follows:
The key issue is to find a solution to calculate ( = | 0 = 0 ) approximately. According to the decomposition we have defined, it can be inferred from ( | −1 ( ) , ( −1 ( ) )). Now, the problem is to find an approximation̂, ( | −1 ) which satisfieŝ
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As an effective method for analyzing large and complex stochastic models, mean field theory is widely used in many areas. Using mean field theory, the effect of all other individuals on any given individual is approximated by a single averaged effect. Like the work of Sabbadin et al. [15] , we applied mean field approximation which approximates a multidimensional distribution ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) as the joint distribution of independent variables 1 , . . . , . should be as close to as possible according to Kullback-Leibler divergence:
For state 1 (1 is the first time point and 0 is the start point), we get the following approximation using Kullback-Leibler divergence:
After state transformation decomposition, the approximation can be written aŝ
The rest of the iteration is similar to (14) . The data processing servers include a master node and slave nodes. The main iteration is executed at the master node and the calculation of substates is partitioned into slave nodes and executes parallel.
Experimental Evaluations
We developed a transportation IoT simulation system based on the road traffic simulation package SUMO [16] . The system supports mobility trace of vehicles by using an OpenStreetMap [17] road map of Beijing. On the roads, we set many virtual induction loops which can detect vehicles that pass corresponding areas. The virtual RFID or GPS readers are implemented using the TraCI interface of SUMO to get the induction loop variables. Each virtual induction loop covers a region. We selected 114 junctions from the map and set 160 thousand vehicles in the system. In order to simulate real traffic system, a series of rules are defined. Each vehicle has a home location and an office location. A vehicle V runs between home and office with probability . The vehicles also go to other places such as supermarket and hospital, with corresponding probabilities. Based on this simulation system, we evaluated the precision and performance of Pro-CEP. We used 5 Lenovo ThinkServer RD series servers with 4 GB memory as a cluster and the operating system is Ubuntu 12. We first run the simulation for many times to get the historical data of the vehicle paths. In the first experiment, the accuracy of our PA method is compared with ABN [8] which uses Bayesian network but has no vehicle location planes like our model. The result is shown in Figure 4 and Table 1 . From the figure, we can see that the accuracy of Pro-CEP is better than traditional method ABN. The reason is that Pro-CEP use the object location plane to create a more precise Bayesian network structure.
In the next experiment, we compared the mean congestion of the system with and without Pro-CEP. Since we have not found other methods that have the same function as Pro-CEP, no other method is compared. The congestion is partitioned into 10 levels, where "0" means no congestion and "9" means the highest congestion. The result is shown in Figure 5 . We can see the mean congestion level reduced obviously when Pro-CEP is used. The reason is that Pro-CEP can predict the congestion and take some actions to avoid it. The reduction of congestion level is more obvious when the congestion level becomes high because the system can redirect more vehicles to light loaded nodes in such circumstance.
In the next experiment, we evaluated the performance of Pro-CEP with different server number and data size. The important node number is fixed at 30 and Bayesian model constructing time is not included. The result is shown in Figure 6 . As we can see, the running time increases when the vehicle numbers become larger. The reason is that more vehicles need to be rerouted which increases the calculation of the algorithm. The performance for 5 servers is higher than 3 servers and the running time of the former increases slowly because the parallel method can take advantage of multiple servers.
We also evaluated the performance of Pro-CEP with different server number and important node number. The result is shown in Figure 7 . The vehicle number is fixed at 160 thousand. The result shows that the running time increases obviously when the important node number becomes larger. The reason is that more important nodes means more substates in the parallel MDP which increases the calculation of the algorithm.
From all the experiments, we can see that Pro-CEP can support proactive complex event processing in large-scale transportation Internet of Things. The PA method gets high accuracy based on the mADBN model and Bayesian network. The parallel MDP model has obvious effect for congestion control in large transportation IoT. The performance of Pro-CEP decreases when the vehicle number and important node number become large, but we can get better performance with more servers.
Discussions and Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a proactive complex event processing method for large-scale transportation Internet of Things based on a novel mADBN model and parallel MDP. A structure learning algorithm using search-and-score is proposed to support accurate PA. A GMM based approximation for Bayesian network, a state partition method, and a mean field based approximation method of parallel MDP are proposed to support large-scale transportation IoT. The experimental evaluations show that this method can support proactive complex event processing well in large-scale transportation Internet of Things.
The performance and scalability of Pro-CEP still need to be improved. In the PA method, the EM algorithm needs to be parallelized to improve scalability. The master node in parallel MDP is the bottleneck and the iteration algorithm still needs to be parallelized further.
